
Dear Jim, 	 11/28/75 
Thanks for your 11/24 and enc,osures. I've read Vesco one only. I think I have 

some relevant proofs, whether or not I'vem mentioned them, and the way things are I'm 
waiting for a meaningful deomnstration of serious interest,3$$. To much without just 
another story, too much unpaid work, too much to pay for. I have the serial numbers of 
the bills Dorothy Hunt had with her and the FBI didn't a )want them and b) do any-
thiae when forced on them. 

This is hasty because I do try to take some care. I work and I stop and I rest 
otherthan I told Fergueson. I try to nap, too, because I can t sleep to daylight. Last 
night I was awakened by a talk show and once awakened, why not do it/  But I'm not 
pushing for them. Hespnse to mailing too good.. nest yet. If you can i t read the note 
on the Fergueson carbon it is that with the book in the mail only about a week I'm 
getting raves from those who have read everything. As I think I once told you, this 

is for me a sBecialized market. My customers want and are not deterred by literary 
liabilities. yen Whitten raved about the part he read lnot the parts you've referred 
) 

You are right on Bolin but I was not in a position to see him when we debated. I 
have several times on TV. The eye is more of a give-away than you note from mine. The 
more it closes the more he is uptight. But you err in the logical deductaion. he was 
bittereendiag until he finished PM. He would not come out for the investigation during 
or after the debate. Be has been trying to formulate a position for a long time. I 
suspect withand for GUI. What I did to him dank in and what he saw IN PM kept it in. 

The situation is shifting rapidly. I don't recall when I said or what 1  meant 
by "the time to force reasonably full disclosure," I have been aware of the commonality 
of interests in keeping all under controlbut have been persuaded there is nia longer 
the possibility Or, all throats are Span to those with throats. Ibis becomes a real 
problem. Here the problme is those dead without living spokeemen....MY worry for two 
years had not been would this come apart but when and how, the how meeeieg without 
more whitewashing and covering-up. 

Lights not relevant to Belin's tic. He had it fzce-tofzce with subdued lighting. 
Haven't had time to listen to my CBS special tapes. Please held yours even if 

you decide you do not need them because I may have to give mine away. 
Mu now know my view of the CBS specials to date. (I expect the others to be 

different, better.) I'm going to have to find some way o sui g  to exercise discovery 
to bring out what is behind this that is immune to official inquiry but not to civil slit. Too bad I have to rush so. Lil has the honcho as ".ester" if you do not mote! 

The King developments, which can be interpreted as intended to provide an 
exemption under FOIA, "law enforceme=nt," wastes enough for me to get Waldron turned on, 
tm for him to activate national desk (Rick Smith), and for Smith to get an OK for 

lo to work on the story. I've got substantial stuff for hie. We expect him 9 a.m. Sunday. 
To encapsulate: Levi has appointed the guilty to investigate a) themselves and b)FBI. 
I've got the proof. =art in F-U. Part from. my own investigation and official records. 

I did appreciate your surprise call. Thanks. I've net told Eason of the new 
book yet and 'fie not let Zodiac tell its clients how to reach me. I'm trying to pace 
while functioning. Gad to be a young man of 60 again and not to be under wraps! 

to! 

best, 


